The new ComPro2000™ distributed by Mersen is a portable diagnostic tool to quickly and easily determine the health of your motor’s commutator.

The ComPro2000™’s exclusive non-contact profiling method will take a few minutes to get a commutator profile while typical contact-based methods will require you to shut down your production process to obtain the measurement.

With minimal downtime, the ComPro2000™ can gauge the health of your motor or generator commutator during operation.

The ComPro2000™’s non-contact measurement technology:

- allows profile measures under normal operating conditions
- is not affected by speed, temperature, voltage, current, surface and airborne contamination
- measures the static profile (profile obtained with a contact-based measurement)
- measures the dynamic profile for abnormal conditions (poor commutation, poor commutator life, excessive commutator maintenance, and poor brush life) even when the static profile is acceptable
More about the ComPro2000™

- The key to the ComPro2000™’s ability to achieve a non-contact profiling is the combination of its unique capacity to sense the commutator’s geometry and to extract critical measurement information from each individual commutator segment as well as the commutator as a whole, while the motor or generator is running at full speed.

- Since the ComPro2000™ can sample the commutator surface at a frequency of up to 1 MHz, commutator profiles can be obtained at surface speeds greater than 1,500” per second.

- The ComPro2000™ automatically determines the proper sampling frequency without prior knowledge of motor speed or commutator diameter.

- Additionally, the ComPro2000™ can determine the number of commutator segments the commutator is made of as well as the motor speed.

The ComPro2000™ system includes:

- a measurement module with integrated carrying case for portable operation
- a 3 meter cable/probe assembly
- a magnetic-mount probe holder
- a USB cable
- the ComSoft2000™ Windows-based software

More about the Automatic Report Generator

The ComSoft2000™ Software has a built-in report generation software that works in concert with MS Word to generate a report with both linear and radial profile graphs. Simply fill in requested machine information on the info tab and hit “Generate”. The software will automatically highlight all relevant information elements and generate a report which can then be printed in pdf format from Word.
A GLOBAL PLAYER

Global expert in materials and solutions for extreme environments as well as in the safety and reliability of electrical equipment, Mersen designs innovative solutions to address its clients’ specific needs to enable them to optimize their manufacturing process in sectors such as energy, transportation, electronics, chemical, pharmaceutical and process industries.

ComPro2000™ package
ComPro2000™ measurement module, 9.8 ft [3m] probe, magnet-mount probe holder, Windows-based ComPro2000™ software on CD-ROM, 3.2 ft [1m] USB cable

Accessories
Additional probe and cable (one included with each ComPro2000™)
Additional magnetic-mount probe holder
Optional: Multi-probe available

For more information, please visit www.mersen.com
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